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Abstract

Active Reinforcement Learning for Robust Building Control

by

Doseok Jang

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Costas Spanos, Chair

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a powerful tool for optimal control that has found great success in Atari games, the game of Go, robotic control, and building optimization. RL is also very brittle; RL agents often overfit to their training environment and fail to generalize to new settings. Unsupervised environment design (UED) has been proposed as a solution to this problem, in which the agent trains in environments that have been specially selected to help it learn. However, previous UED algorithms focus on trying to train an RL agent that generalizes across a large distribution of environments. This is not desirable when we wish to prioritize performance in one environment over others. For example, we will be examining the setting of robust RL building control, where we wish to train an RL agent that prioritizes performing well in normal weather while still being robust to extreme weather conditions. We demonstrate a novel UED algorithm, ActiveRL, that uses uncertainty-aware neural network architectures to generate new training environments at the edge of the RL agent’s ability while being able to prioritize performance in a desired base environment. We show that ActiveRL is able to outperform state-of-the-art UED algorithms in minimizing energy usage while maximizing occupant comfort in the setting of building control.
To my parents.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a powerful tool that has found great success in solving complex, sequential decision-making tasks like the game of Go [61], Atari games [49], StarCraft [58], and many others. However, RL agents often overfit to their training environment and fail to generalize to new environments. This is a serious issue in tasks where we expect the environment not to stay static; when there is some distribution shift between the training environment and the test environment. For example, we will be exploring the use of RL in building control, where the agent is often trained to optimize performance in normal weather conditions, but fails when tested in extreme weather conditions. The overall goal of this project is to use uncertainty to select training environments such that the resulting trained RL agent is robust to uncommon but dangerous scenarios in the test environment without sacrificing overall performance, through applications to RL HVAC control.

1.1 Overview of HVAC Setpoint Control

One application of robust RL that we will focus on is the use of RL for building control in response to weather conditions and occupant schedules. With the advent of the Internet of Things and 21st century modernization, buildings now have a glut of sensory information that can be tapped into to maximize occupant comfort and increase energy efficiency. Smart buildings can be equipped with sensors to detect things like temperature, airflow, humidity, occupancy, light, and energy usage [28]. Because buildings account for 40% of primary energy consumption, 73% of electricity usage, and 40% of greenhouse gas emissions in the US [1], all this new sensor data represents a valuable opportunity to reduce human energy consumption in the transition to a sustainable future.
At the same time, smart buildings also offer the opportunity to provide more comfortable conditions for occupants. Although humans spend over 90% of their time in buildings, studies have shown that only 40% of commercial building occupants are satisfied with their thermal conditions [25]. Smarter building control can directly impact the comfort and productivity of building occupants.

There are several avenues through which buildings can be automatically controlled, such as heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) units, energy storage systems, plug-in electric vehicles, photovoltaic power sources, and lights [24]. Within the 40% of energy consumption that buildings are responsible for, almost a third is HVAC [68], so that is the avenue of control that we will focus on in this project.

Traditionally, HVAC setpoint control has been approached through model-predictive control (MPC, [2, 36]) or a heuristic rule-based-controller (RBC, [46]). MPC is generally not scalable to high dimensional input or output spaces compared to RL, and is only as good as the model it is based on. RBCs are brittle and inflexible compared to RL algorithms; for example, an RBC deployed in an office building with a rule to always turn off the HVAC systems at night would fail to produce a comfortable environment in the event that someone works late. A data-driven approach, however, would eventually learn to turn the HVAC systems back on if there is an occupant late at night in order to maximize their thermal comfort.

Recently, RL-based HVAC setpoint control has grown in popularity. [57] used a specially formulated Q-learning algorithm to control HVAC setpoints in the presence of unseen disturbances. [42, 37] demonstrated how using RL and meta-RL could be used to train an RL HVAC agent that could quickly adapt to different buildings. In terms of trying to train an RL agent that is robust to different weather patterns, [75] demonstrated an RL HVAC controller beating a RBC baseline in several simulated buildings and climates. However, they noted that the RL controller is not robust to changes in indoor air temperature setpoint schedules, and needed special reward-shaping to deal with varying weather conditions.

As climate change continues, we will experience more droughts and heat waves, stronger and more intense hurricanes, general rising temperatures, and more frequent cold snaps[45]. All of these extreme weather events likely represent a tiny portion of the training data, but are the time when building controls must work the hardest to ensure safe, comfortable conditions for occupants. For example, an RL controller that was not prepared for these scenarios may raise the heat during a heat wave, or lower it during a cold snap, which are both unacceptable for occupant comfort.

There are an infinite number of these kinds of extreme scenarios, such that it is impossible for an engineer to enumerate them all. Thus there is a need for methods to automatically discover realistic extreme scenarios that the RL agent needs more data about.
1.2 Overview of Uncertainty Estimation in Deep Learning

At the same time, the need to understand where a neural network based model’s predictions are suboptimal in applications such as medicine, self-driving, and anything safety-critical, has spurred research into methods to accurately estimate the uncertainty of neural networks. By having a measure of the model’s uncertainty, we can tell when to trust the model or disregard its output. In this paper, we use the model’s uncertainty as a signal to identify what scenarios that our RL HVAC agent needs more data about. There are several ways in which one might quantify the uncertainty of a neural network. [22] showed how to use Monte-Carlo dropout to leverage a regularization technique that is often already incorporated in deep neural net training to estimate the uncertainty of a deep model by posing the training process as an approximation to training a deep Gaussian Process. [38] demonstrated how one could train multiple versions of the same model as an ensemble, and estimate the uncertainty of the ensemble by looking at its variance. Using a Bayesian neural network architecture also allows uncertainty estimation [66]. We use Monte Carlo dropout in this paper primarily because training Bayesian neural networks is significantly slower and more computationally demanding, and dropout is simpler to implement than a bootstrapped ensemble.

1.3 Related Work and Gaps

Uncertainty-Driven RL Exploration

Neural network uncertainty has been used before to facilitate exploration of RL algorithms [72, 47], so that they collect data that helps them generalize over more environments. For example, [52] takes uncertainty into account by estimating a distribution on Q values instead of a point estimate and using this to drive efficient exploration in the face of uncertainty. One of the most popular approaches is to provide an uncertainty-based exploration bonus to the Q function to encourage exploration [39, 51, 9]. However, exploration is not enough to ensure robustness in environments where agents’ actions are not enough to get to any state in the MDP. An RL HVAC control system cannot take actions to "explore" what would happen if there was a heat wave because its actions do not control important aspects of the state like outdoor weather.
Active Learning

The process of automatically selecting what data to sample is sometimes called active learning, or optimal experiment design. These algorithms were designed to identify experimental parameters that could generally provide as much information about the search space as possible. However, most of them were designed for supervised learning. For example, [13, 21] attempt to find regions of uncertainty in the data distribution by looking at misclassification rates and output entropy. [44] uses conformal prediction to quantify the similarity of new data points to their dataset. EVOP [43] uses the sequential simplex method in order to identify experiment configurations that can maximize information gain. [6] use random exploration to identify new, promising data samples. Some of these concepts are already in use in many RL algorithms; for example, the RL algorithm we use in this paper PPO [60], is incentivized to explore new data samples via random exploration and increasing the output action distribution entropy.

Unsupervised Environment Design (UED)

However, the setting we are going to explore is slightly different than active learning, in that we are not directly selecting data points to sample, but selecting the environment parameters that impact which data points will emerge as the RL agent explores the environment. This is a more helpful problem setting in RL as RL algorithms work best with on-policy data that is collected by having the RL agent explore the environment, instead of just labeling sets of data samples with a "correct" action. In order to explore how to change environment parameters to investigate generalization of RL algorithms across diverse settings [56, 11, 12], Procedural Content Generation (PCG) environments have emerged as a promising category of challenges. These environments are procedurally generated according to some chosen configuration parameters via some Unsupervised Environment Design (UED, [17]) algorithm, which constructs an implicit curriculum of training environments at the edge of the RL agent’s capabilities. For example, [53] and [17] find adversarial but feasible environment configurations with high regret to help the agent generalize. [32] re-sample previously seen environments based on their 1-step TD error: a metric of the learning potential of those environments. These algorithms focus on training an RL agent that performs well across a distribution of similar tasks. This may be undesirable in scenarios where the test environment is significantly different from the training distribution of environments that the UED algorithm provides. For example, if we are training an RL HVAC agent for a building in Arizona, our first priority is for the agent to perform well in the normal weather for Arizona, and our second priority is for it to be robust to different weather events that may arise due to climate change.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

It is also possible that unrestricted UED may result in training environments that are completely unrealistic, for example simulating the RL building control problem for a building on the sun. Furthermore, none of them take advantage of the continuous nature of some environment configuration variables to optimize them via gradient descent.

1.4 Contributions

We present a novel uncertainty-based, gradient-based algorithm for UED in building control called ActiveRL. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time neural network uncertainty has been incorporated into the problem of UED; most current works focus on some form of regret. To the best of our knowledge, this is also the first time environment configuration variables have been directly optimized under gradient descent rather than through some evolutionary process [53], resampling procedure [32], or training a separate teacher network to select new environments [17].

We demonstrate how ActiveRL trains RL HVAC controllers that are (1) more performant overall, (2) more robust to handcrafted extreme weather conditions, (3) more robust to a larger variety of more realistic weather conditions sampled from across the US, and (4) more robust to the Sim2Real transfer than the current state-of-the-art in UED. (1), (2), and (3) are important contributions that make RL HVAC control more effective at ensuring that the indoor environments we spend 90% of our time in are comfortable, while still reducing energy consumption. (4) shows that it is realistic to train an RL agent in simulation like we do here with ActiveRL and deploy it in the real world, with only a slight performance drop compared to other methods.

In this project, we propose a new UED algorithm that, with some reasonable assumptions on the structure of the environment, leverages uncertainty-aware neural networks to train an RL agent that is robust to extreme weather conditions without sacrificing overall performance.

1.5 Roadmap

We will first give a primer on the field of reinforcement learning in chapter 2 discussing the underlying framework of Markov Decision Processes, classical RL algorithms, and deep RL algorithms. We will then describe the methods of our paper in chapter 3, where we will describe all the different components of our novel ActiveRL algorithm. In chapter 4, we will provide a description of three different experiments we run in order to assess whether ActiveRL is successfully able to train an RL HVAC controller that is robust to extreme weather patterns and can handle the Sim2Real jump. In
chapter 5 we will show the results of those experiments. Finally, we will conclude with a discussion of future work and limitations in chapter 6.
Chapter 2

An Overview of Deep Reinforcement Learning

2.1 Overview

Before we dive into describing our new algorithm, we would first like to provide a technical description of reinforcement learning, its terminologies, and the types of problems it seeks to solve. We will first discuss the general class of problems that RL algorithms seek to solve, then describe some classical RL algorithms that will lead into a discussion of modern deep RL techniques using neural network function approximators.

![Flow of information in a typical RL setup](image-url)
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2.2 Markov Decision Processes

RL algorithms generally attempt to solve sequential decision-making problems in the form of Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) \[63\]

\[
M = (S, A, R, P, S_0) \tag{2.1}
\]

that are composed of a state space \( S \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n \), action space \( A \subseteq \mathbb{R}^m \), reward function \( R : S \times A \to \mathbb{R} \), transition probability matrix \( P : S \times A \times S \), and a probability distribution over initial states \( S_0 \in S \).

An initial state is first sampled from \( S_0 \). At each timestep, an action \( a \in A \) can be taken in response to the observed state \( s \in S \), and a reward \( R(s, a) \) is computed based on those states and actions. Given the current state \( s \) and action \( a \), the next state \( s' \) is sampled from the probability distribution \( P(s, a) \). In order to make decisions in this space, we define a policy \( \pi : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}^m \) that maps states to actions, such that \( a = \pi(s) \). The overall goal of RL is to identify a policy \( \pi \) so as to maximize an objective function \( J \): the expected discounted sum of rewards:

\[
J = \mathbb{E}_{P, \pi, S_0} \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{T} \gamma^t \cdot R(s_t, a_t = \pi(s_t)) \right] \tag{2.2}
\]

Here, \( \gamma \) is a discount factor that forces \( \pi \) to care more about rewards that arrive sooner rather than later.

2.3 Classical Reinforcement Learning

If \(|S|\) and \(|A|\) are small enough, then the MDP can be easily solved through classical RL algorithms such as value iteration or policy iteration.

In order to describe value iteration and policy iteration, we will first define the value function \( V : S \to \mathbb{R} \) as a measure of the expected discounted sum of rewards, given that the agent is at a certain state \( s \), and the Q function \( Q : S \times A \to \mathbb{R} \) which computes the same expected discount sum of rewards, but given that the agent is at a certain state \( s \) and has taken a certain action \( a \).

\[
Q(s, a) = \mathbb{E}_{P, \pi} \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{T} \gamma^t \cdot R(s_t, a_t = \pi(s_t)) \bigg| s_0 = s, a_0 = a \right] \tag{2.3}
\]

\[
V_\pi(s) = \mathbb{E}_{P, \pi} \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{T} \gamma^t \cdot R(s_t, a_t = \pi(s_t)) \bigg| s_0 = s \right] \tag{2.4}
\]
In order to estimate the value function of the optimal policy, one can start with arbitrary $Q$ and $V$ tables and iteratively estimate

$$
\hat{Q}^k(s, a) = \mathcal{R}(s, a) + \gamma \sum_{s' \sim \mathcal{P}(s' | s, a)} V^{k-1}(s')
$$

(2.5)

$$
\hat{V}^k(s) = \max_a (Q(s, a))
$$

(2.6)

for iterations $k = 1 \ldots K$, and take the optimal policy $\pi = \arg\max_a (Q(s, a))$.

Alternatively, one could optimize the policy directly instead of trying to estimate the optimal value function by using policy iteration. The policy is initialized as some random policy and is then iteratively refined by first evaluating the policy – computing $V_\pi(s)$ and $Q_\pi(s, a)$ for all states $s \in \mathcal{S}$ and actions $a \in \mathcal{A}$ – and then setting $\pi(s)$ for each state to $a = \arg\max_{a'} Q(s, a')$. Calculating $V_\pi(s)$ and $Q_\pi(s, a)$ is done in the same manner as in value iteration, except $\hat{V}^k(s) = \mathbb{E}_\pi (Q^k(s, a))$.

### 2.4 Deep Reinforcement Learning

Policy iteration and value iteration can be efficiently computed using dynamic programming for small state spaces and actions, but becomes intractable for large $\mathcal{S}$ and $\mathcal{A}$. They also require knowledge of the transition probability matrix $\mathcal{P}$ which is not feasible for many real-world RL problems. In practice, RL practitioners will train neural networks to approximate $Q_\theta$, $V_\theta$, and/or $\pi_\theta$, where $\theta$ are the parameters of the neural network.

No matter what the neural network is attempting to predict, neural networks need data to make predictions. In RL, this data is usually collected by deploying the policy $\pi$ (which is either directly $\pi_\theta$ or derived from $Q_\theta$) into the MDP, and collecting tuples of the form $(s_t, a_t, s_{t+1}, r_{t+1})$ of the states, actions, and rewards that the agent observed in the MDP. We denote a full trajectory $[(s_0, a_0, s_1, r_1), \ldots (s_{T-1}, a_{T-1}, s_T, r_T)]$ as $\tau$. Additionally, we will denote $\mathcal{R}(\tau) = \sum_{t=0}^T \gamma^t \cdot \mathcal{R}(s_t, a_t = \pi(s_t))$.

RL methods that only estimate $\pi_\theta$ are often referred to as policy-gradient methods. The most common approach to using a neural network to represent a policy is to have it output a probability distribution over actions. With a discrete action space, this is as simple as just outputting a probability for each of the possible actions. With a continuous action space, it is common to parameterize the output of the neural network as the mean and standard deviation of a Normal distribution [26] from which the action is sampled. The most basic variation of policy-gradient methods is REINFORCE [70], which updates the policy to maximize the following objective function:
\[ J_{PG} = \mathcal{R}(\tau) \log(\pi_\theta(a_t|s_t)) \]  
\[ \theta_\pi = \theta_\pi - \eta \nabla_{\theta_\pi} J \]  
where \( \eta \) is the learning rate. This directly attempts to optimize the expected reward under the policy \( \pi_\theta \). Similarly to policy iteration, we optimize our policy \( \pi \) after evaluating its value through trajectories \( \tau \).

Deep Q-learning methods [27, 67] only approximate the \( Q \) function, usually optimizing the mean squared error loss between \( Q_\theta \) and some estimate of the Q value taken from data. Say we roll out a trajectory \( \tau \) and collect tuples \((s, a, s', r)\). Then we can compute the loss \( L_Q \) as follows:

\[ Q_{\text{target}} = r + \gamma \max_{a'} Q_\theta(s', a') \]  
\[ L_Q = (Q_\theta - Q_{\text{target}})^2 \]

The neural network \( Q_\theta \) can then be optimized through standard gradient descent methods to minimize \( L_Q \).

\[ \theta_Q = \theta_Q - \eta \nabla_{\theta_Q} L_Q \]  

Just like value iteration, deep Q learning estimates the value of each state and action, and given \( Q_\theta \), we can extract a policy \( \pi_Q(s) = \arg\max_{a'} Q_\theta(s, a') \).

Similarly, \( V_\theta \) can be trained to approximate the value function by reformulating the target:

\[ V_{\text{target}} = r + \gamma V_\theta(s') \]  
\[ L_V = (V_\theta - V_{\text{target}})^2 \]  
\[ \theta_V = \theta_V - \eta \nabla_{\theta_V} L_V \]  

Value networks \( V_\theta \) are often trained together with a policy network \( \pi_\theta \) in actor-critic methods like Advantage Actor Critic (A2C) [48] and Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [60], the RL algorithm we use in this paper. \( V_\theta \) is often used to reduce the variance in policy network updates by estimating the advantage function

\[ A(s, a) = \mathbb{E}_{s' \sim P(s'|s, a)} [R(s, a) + \gamma V_\theta(s')] - V_\theta(s) \]  

For example, A2C directly substitutes \( A \) in for \( \mathcal{R} (\tau) \) to compute its objective:

\[ J_{A2C} = A(s, a) \log(\pi_\theta(s, a)) \]  

We will go into detail about PPO in section 3.2.
Chapter 3

Active Reinforcement Learning

3.1 Overview

Our overall goal is to train RL agents that are robust to conditions that may not appear frequently in their training distribution. For example, an RL agent trained to manage a building’s HVAC controls should still perform reasonably when it encounters weather patterns that are underrepresented in its training data. In order to do this, we will present an uncertainty-based active learning algorithm that identifies which environments may have the highest learning potential.

First, we will describe the general framework of RL, then the RL algorithm we use in our experiments, then the method by which we estimate the uncertainty of the RL agent, followed by a novel approach to using that uncertainty to generate environment configurations that maximize learning. Finally, we will describe Prioritized Level Replay (PLR, [32]), the state-of-the-art baseline against which we compare our algorithm, and explore how our approach can be integrated into the PLR framework.

3.2 Proximal Policy Optimization

The RL algorithm we use in this paper is Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)[60] due to its performance and ease of use. It has become the default algorithm for many use cases. For example, it is the default algorithm for OpenAI. In the building control setting, many works [8, 5, 74] have used PPO for HVAC control. Although we focus on PPO in this paper for these reasons, our algorithm should easily extend to any actor-critic RL algorithm.

PPO trains two neural networks: a policy network $\pi_{\theta_\pi} : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^m$ that maps states $s \in \mathbb{R}^n$ to actions $a \in \mathbb{R}^m$, and a critic network $V_{\theta_V} : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ that maps states $s$ to values. The latter approximates the value function $V(s)$.
Figure 3.1: An illustration of ActiveRL and ActivePLR. A. The overall flow of data in the ActiveRL training procedure. B. The ActiveRL environment selection process. C. How ActiveRL can be integrated into the PLR framework to select environments through ActivePLR.
The actor is trained by first interacting with the environment and collecting data about the states it observed $s_t$, actions it took $a_t$, and rewards it received $r_t$. The actor is then updated through gradient descent to optimize the surrogate objective function

$$
J = \hat{E}_t[\min(z_t(\theta)\hat{A}_t, \text{clip}(z_t(\theta), 1 - \epsilon, 1 + \epsilon)\hat{A}_t)],
$$

where $\hat{A}_t = \delta_t + (\gamma \lambda)\delta_{t+1} + \cdots + (\gamma \lambda)^{(T-t+1)}\delta_{T-1}$

$$
\delta_t = r_t + \gamma V(s_{t+1}) - V(s_t)
$$

$$
z_t(\theta) = \frac{\pi_{a_t|s_t}(a_t|s_t)}{\pi_{a_t|s_t}(a_t|s_t)}
$$

$z_t$ is the ratio of the probability of the action $a_t$ under the current policy to its probability under the policy that originally collected the data, and $\hat{A}_t$ is an estimate of the advantage $Q(s, a) - V(s)$ obtained using generalized advantage estimation [59]. The minimization of this surrogate objective enables the use of multiple gradient updates per data sample, allowing PPO to enjoy higher sample efficiency than previous on-policy algorithms.

The critic network is trained to approximate the value function $V(s)$, and its outputs are used to compute $\hat{A}_t$ to train the actor above. The critic is updated through gradient descent to minimize the loss:

$$
V_{\text{target}} = r + \gamma V_{\theta}(s')
$$

$$
L = (V_{\theta}(s) - V_{\text{target}})^2
$$

### 3.3 Uncertainty Estimation

In order to estimate the uncertainty of our RL agent, we use Monte Carlo Dropout [22]. Dropout is a common regularization technique for deep neural networks [62] to avoid overfitting, in which nodes in the neural network are set to zero ("dropped out") at random. Traditionally, nodes are only dropped out at training time, and dropout is not conducted at inference time. [22] introduced Monte Carlo Dropout, in which dropout is also used at inference time to generate multiple predictions for an individual input. The variance in these predictions is then used as a measure of the model’s uncertainty. We use Monte Carlo Dropout as opposed to other methods of estimating neural network uncertainty like bootstrapped ensembles [38] or Bayesian neural networks [66] because Bayesian neural networks are difficult and computationally expensive to train, and Monte Carlo Dropout is easier to implement and cheaper to train than bootstrapped ensembles while still providing good quantifications of uncertainty.
Formally, suppose that we have a neural network $f_\theta : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^m$ that maps $n$-dimensional input vectors to $m$-dimensional output vectors. $f$ is parameterized by a set of $l$ weight matrices $\theta = W_i \mid i=1,l$, where $W_i \in \mathbb{R}^{(N_{i-1} \times N_i)}$ denotes the weight matrix for layer $i$ of the neural network, and $N_i$ denotes the number of neurons in that layer. Let us denote the dropout operation by $d_p$ such that $d_p(\theta) : \mathbb{R}^k \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^k$ is a stochastic operation that sets each column in each $W_i$ in $\theta$ to 0 with probability $p$. We can then define the uncertainty $L$ for an input $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$ as:

$$L(x, \theta) = \text{Var}(f_{d_p(\theta)}(x))$$

(3.7)

Empirically, we can estimate this as

$$L(x, \theta) = \frac{1}{C} \sum_{c=1}^{T} f_{d_p(\theta)}(x)^T f_{d_p(\theta)}(x) - \mathbb{E}(f_{d_p(\theta)}(x))^T \mathbb{E}(f_{d_p(\theta)}(x))$$

(3.8)

Essentially, we conduct $C$ independent stochastic forward passes through the model with dropout at inference time, and use the sample variance of the outputs as our uncertainty metric.

To estimate the uncertainty of our RL agent, we estimate the uncertainty of the critic network, similar to other works [3, 71].

### 3.4 Generating Environments

One key assumption we make in the design of this algorithm is that, during training, we are interacting with a Procedural Content Generation (PCG) environment [56]. A PCG environment is one that can take on different algorithmically created configurations at the beginning of each training episode; for example, a PCG physics simulation environment might be able to take on different gravity constants, friction values, etc.

We also assume that at least some of the PCG environment configuration variables are continuous, and changeable.

In order to generate new environments at the frontier of the agent’s uncertainty, we will backpropagate gradients from the uncertainty back to the state variable and do gradient descent. This will allow us to find the state at which the agent is most uncertain, and generate a new PCG environment that allows the agent to interact with the world at that state.

Formally, assume that we have a PCG environment $E$ with some parameters $\phi \in \mathbb{R}^k$ that are part of the agent’s initial state space $S$. That is, the state $s_0 \in \mathbb{R}^n$ can be divided into $\phi$ and $\overline{s_0} := s_0 \setminus \phi \in \mathbb{R}^{n-k}$. We can define an objective function
that tries to maximize the uncertainty of the RL agent:

\[ O(\phi_i, s_0, \theta) = -L([\phi, s_0], \theta) \]  

(3.9)

where \([\cdot]\) is the concatenation operator and \(L\) computes our uncertainty estimate. We can then update \(\phi\):

\[ \phi_{t+1} = \phi_t - \eta \nabla_{\phi_i} O(\phi_i, s_0, \theta) \]  

(3.10)

We call this procedure Active Reinforcement Learning (ActiveRL), as it is an active learning method that seeks to identify what data would be most useful for the RL agent.

Trying to identify parameters \(\phi\) by attempting to maximize uncertainty can often lead to unrealistic parameters that are outside of the test distribution, and not as useful for learning. Thus, we integrate both hard constraints and soft constraints on the \(\phi\) generation process in ActiveRL. The hard constraints are useful when one is trying to train an RL agent that generalizes over a certain region of the \(\phi\) space, and the soft constraints are useful when one is trying to train an RL agent that emphasizes performance near a particular \(\phi_0\), which is still robust to different values of \(\phi\).

The hard constraints constrain the search space within some lower and upper limits specified by the user for \(\phi\) using the extragradient [35] method. Suppose we have a lower bound constraint \(\phi > b\) for some \(b \in \mathbb{R}^k\) and an upper bound constraint \(\phi < a\) for some \(a \in \mathbb{R}^k\). Then we can express the Lagrangian as

\[ \mathcal{L}(\phi, s_0, \theta, \lambda, \mu) = O(\phi, s_0, \theta) + \sum_i \lambda_i (b_i - \phi_i) + \sum_i \mu_i (\phi_i - a_i) \]  

(3.11)

Now we can express the extragradient update. First, define the joint variable \(\omega = (\phi, \lambda, \mu)\). We omit \(s_0\) and \(\theta\) from \(\omega\) and the parameters to \(\mathcal{L}\) as they will be kept constant throughout the optimization process. Then, the extragradient optimization process can be described as:

\[ F(\omega) = [\nabla_\phi \mathcal{L}(\omega), -\nabla_\lambda \mathcal{L}(\omega), -\nabla_\mu \mathcal{L}(\omega)]^T \]  

(3.12)

\[ \omega_{t+1/2} = P_\Omega[\omega_t - \eta F(\omega_t)] \]  

(3.13)

\[ \omega_{t+1} = P_\Omega[\omega_t - \eta F(\omega_{t+1/2})] \]  

(3.14)

where \(P_\Omega[\cdot]\) is the projection onto the constraint set. Throughout this paper, we will use the implementation of ExtragradientAdam from [23], which adjusts the learning rate \(\eta\) for each parameter according to the Adam algorithm [34]. This constrained optimization approach ensures that \(\phi\) will stay within the specified bounds \(a\) and \(b\), helping to avoid unrealistic values of \(\phi\).

In the setting where one is trying to train an RL agent that emphasizes performance near a particular \(\phi_0\), which is still robust to different values of \(\phi\), hard
constraints are not enough as they provide no guarantee that states near \( \phi_0 \) will be sampled. Thus we can introduce a soft constraint to the objective function that seeks to minimize the Euclidean distance from \( \phi \) to \( \phi_0 \).

\[
O(\phi_i, s_0, \theta) = -L([\phi, s_0], \theta) + \gamma||\phi - \phi_0||_2
\]

(3.15)

where \( \gamma \) weights how much the soft constraint should be emphasized.

Pseudocode for ActiveRL can be found in section 3.4, and an illustration can be found in fig. 3.1.

**Algorithm 1 ActiveRL**

1. procedure ActiveRL(\( \theta, s_0, N, T, \eta, \gamma, a, b, p \))
2. \( \triangleright \theta: \) policy parameters \( \triangleright s_0: \) initial state to seed environment generation \( \triangleright T: \) number of iterations to run PPO \( \triangleright n: \) number of iterations to optimize \( \phi \) \( \triangleright \eta: \) Learning rate for optimizing \( \phi \) \( \triangleright \gamma: \) Weight on soft constraint \( \triangleright a: \) Lower bounds of \( \phi \) \( \triangleright b: \) Upper bounds of \( \phi \) \( \triangleright p: \) Probability of sampling in the default environment \( \phi_0 \)
3. \( \phi_0 \leftarrow \text{ExtractPhi}(s_0) \)
4. for \( t=0 \) to \( T \) do
5. \( \text{for } i=0 \) to \( N \) do
6. \( \phi \leftarrow \text{ExtractPhi}(s_0) \)
7. \( O \leftarrow -\text{UncertaintyEstimate}(f_\theta, s_0) + \gamma \phi^T \phi_0 \)
8. \( \phi \leftarrow \text{ExtragradientUpdate}(\phi, O) \)
9. \( s_0 = \text{Concatenate}(\phi, s_0) \)
10. end for
11. \( \tau \leftarrow \text{PPOCollectTrajectories}(E_\phi) \)
12. \( \theta \leftarrow \text{PPOUpdate}(\tau, \theta) \)
13. end for
14. Return \( \theta \)
15. end procedure

## 3.5 Prioritized Level Replay

Prioritized Level Replay (PLR, [32]) is a state-of-the-art algorithm in the domain of optimizing RL agents to generalize across PCG environments. PLR is a general framework for selectively sampling training levels \(^1\) in environments with procedu-

\(^1\)In our case, a "level" is just an environment configuration \( \phi \). We use the term "level" in describing PLR to be consistent with the original paper [32].
**Algorithm 2** ActivePLR

1: procedure \texttt{ActivePLR}(\theta, s_0, N, T, \eta, \gamma, a, b, p)

2: \begin{itemize}
   \item \(\theta\): policy parameters
   \item \(s_0\): initial state to seed environment generation
   \item \(T\): number of iterations to run PPO
   \item \(n\): number of iterations to optimize \(\phi\)
   \item \(\eta\): Learning rate for optimizing \(\phi\)
   \item \(\gamma\): Weight on soft constraint
   \item \(a\): Lower bounds of \(\phi\)
   \item \(b\): Upper bounds of \(\phi\)
   \item \(p\): Probability of sampling in the default environment \(\phi_0\)
   \item \(c\): Global episode counter
   \item \(\Lambda_{seen}\): Visited levels
   \item \(S\): Global level scores
   \item \(C\): Global level timestamps (when they were last sampled)
\end{itemize}

3: \(\phi_0 \leftarrow \text{ExtractPhi}(s_0)\)

4: \(c \leftarrow c + 1\)

5: for \(t=0\) to \(T\) do

6: \hspace{1em} Sample replay decision \(d \sim P_D\)

7: \hspace{1em} if \(d == 1\) then

8: \hspace{2em} Sample \(\phi \sim (1 - \rho) \cdot P_S(\phi|\Lambda_{seen}, S) + \rho \cdot P_C(\phi|\Lambda_{seen}, C, c)\)

9: \hspace{1em} else

10: \hspace{2em} for \(i=0\) to \(N\) do

11: \hspace{3em} \(\phi \leftarrow \text{ExtractPhi}(s_0)\)

12: \hspace{3em} \(O \leftarrow \text{UncertaintyEstimate}(f_\theta, s_0) + \gamma \phi^T \phi_0\)

13: \hspace{3em} \(\phi \leftarrow \text{ExtragradientUpdate}(\phi, O)\)

14: \hspace{3em} \(s_0 = \text{Concatenate([}\phi, s_0]\))

15: \hspace{2em} end for

16: \hspace{1em} end if

17: Define new index \(i \leftarrow |S| + 1\)

18: Add \(\phi_i \leftarrow \phi\) to \(\Lambda_{seen}\)

19: Add initial value \(S_i = 0\) to \(S\) and \(C_i = 0\) to \(C\)

20: \(\tau \leftarrow \text{CollectTrajectories}(E_\phi)\)

21: Update score \(S_i \leftarrow \text{PPOValueLoss}(\tau, \theta)\) and timestamp \(C_i \leftarrow c\)

22: \(\theta \leftarrow \text{PPOUpdate}(\tau, \theta)\)

23: end for

24: Return \(\theta\)

25: end procedure
rally generated content. The key idea is to prioritize levels (environment configurations) with higher estimated learning potential when revisited in the future, thereby adapting the sampling of training levels and improving both sample efficiency and generalization performance.

To estimate the learning potential of a level, PLR utilizes the average magnitude of the GAE loss over latest trajectory over that level, which is equivalent to the L1 loss of the value estimator of PPO. The value loss provides an effective measure of the discrepancy between the agent’s current and target values, which can be used to estimate the potential for future learning. [32] pose the ”Value Correction Hypothesis”: the larger the value loss, the higher the learning potential of a given level.

In PLR, the sampling procedure is guided by the estimated learning potential of each level. Levels with higher value loss are prioritized, inducing an emergent curriculum of increasingly difficult levels. When deciding what environment configuration to train on, PLR first samples $d \sim P_D$, to decide whether to sample a new level from the training distribution $\Lambda_{\text{train}}$ or pick one from the replay buffer $\Lambda_{\text{seen}}$. [32] parameterized $P_D$ as a Bernoulli distribution with probability $p = \frac{|\Lambda_{\text{seen}}|}{|\Lambda_{\text{train}}|}$. Since we consider the setting where $\phi$ is continuous, $|\Lambda_{\text{train}}|$ is infinite. Thus we parameterize the denominator as a hyperparameter $N_{PLR}$, so $p = \frac{|\Lambda_{\text{seen}}|}{N_{PLR}}$.

The probability of each level in the replay buffer being sampled is determined by two components:

$$P_S(l_i|\Lambda_{\text{seen}}, S) = \frac{h(S_i)^{1/\beta}}{\sum_j h(S_j)^{1/\beta}}$$ (3.16)

where $S_i$ is the L1 value loss, $h(S_i) = 1/rank(S_i)$ is a prioritization function, $rank(S_i)$ is the rank of $S_i$ among all the scores of levels in the replay buffer in descending order, and

$$P_C(l_i|\Lambda_{\text{seen}}, C, c) = \frac{c - C_i}{\sum_{j \in C} c - C_j}$$ (3.17)

where $c$ is the count of total episodes sampled so far during training, and $C_i$ is the episode count at which level $i$ was last used. $P_S$ is a probability distribution that places higher weight on levels with higher value loss. $P_C$ places higher weight on levels that have not been seen in a while, whose recorded value loss may be less accurate. Thus the final probability distribution over the replay buffer is

$$P_{\text{replay}} = (1 - \rho) \cdot P_S(l_i|\Lambda_{\text{seen}}; S) + \rho \cdot P_C(l_i|\Lambda_{\text{seen}}, C, c)$$ (3.18)

If we do not sample a new level from the replay buffer, we sample a new one from the training distribution. We consider two possibilities for this sampling procedure: sampling uniformly at random from the set of all possible training environments, and selecting a training environment that maximizes uncertainty via ActiveRL. We
will refer to PLR with the former approach as just PLR, and the latter approach as ActivePLR.

Pseudocode for ActiveRL can be found in section 3.4, and an illustration can be found in fig. 3.1.
Chapter 4

Experiments to Assess Robustness of ActiveRL to Extreme Weather Conditions

4.1 Overview

In order to assess the efficacy of ActiveRL in training an RL agent that is robust to extreme weather patterns, we conduct three experiments. These experiments use the OpenAI Gym [7] environment Sinergym [33], which provides a testbed for RL HVAC control agents and allows us to control the different weather conditions that those agents experience. Our first experiment tests whether or not the ActiveRL agent is robust to extreme weather patterns by evaluating its performances in different handcrafted extreme weather scenarios. Since these handcrafted environments may not be necessarily representative of real weather patterns, we will also assess the performance of the ActiveRL agent in controlling the HVAC for a building experiencing 120 different realistic weather patterns sampled from across the US in the second experiment. Finally, because our method and RL in general rely heavily on training in simulation, we evaluate whether the ActiveRL agent trained in simulation still performs well in the "real world" (which we simulate with a higher fidelity simulation).

In this chapter, we will first describe the Sinergym environment, then go into detail about the three experiments that we ran. The first experiment assesses each HVAC control agent on handcrafted extreme environments. The second experiment assesses each HVAC control agent on 120 different realistic weather patterns sampled from across the US. Finally, the third experiment assesses how well the HVAC control agents that were trained in the Sinergym simulation fare in the real world (approximated by a more accurate Sinergym simulation). A visual illustration of Sinergym
and the three experiments are shown in fig. 4.1.

4.2 Sinergym Environment for Simulating HVAC Control in Buildings

In order to test whether or not ActiveRL gives rise to more robust RL agents, we apply it to a realistic application: RL for heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) control in the face of extreme weather events. There exists a rich body of work on the use of RL for HVAC control [73, 41, 16, 55], and it has high potential to help save energy while enhancing resident comfort at the same time. These RL systems take into account features of the world around them, such as the indoor and outdoor temperature, humidity, occupant count, etc. in order to control HVAC systems. However, as climate change continues, the frequency of extreme weather events and unusual weather conditions [31] will increase. Thus, it is imperative that we ensure our RL systems are robust to states that may have been uncommon in their training distribution, such as extreme droughts, storms, or cold snaps.

General Description

We use a modified version of the Sinergym [33] OpenAI Gym [7] environment to simulate buildings in different weather conditions. The environment utilizes the EnergyPlus [14] building energy simulation engine to model the dynamics of building systems, including HVAC, lighting, and other energy-consuming components in response to simulated occupants and weather. We use the ”5Zone” building provided with Sinergym, which is a 463.6$m^2$ single-story building equipped with a DX cooling coil and gas heating coils that is divided into 5 zones (1 indoor and 4 outdoor).

The action space in the Sinergym environment is a continuous, multi-dimensional vector, denoted as $A \subseteq \mathbb{R}^m$, where $m$ is the number of action variables. The action space defines the set of control decisions that can be made to influence the building’s performance. For the 5Zone building, we use a two-dimensional action space, where the agent can control the heating and cooling setpoints for the HVAC systems.

We use a reward function that encourages the agent to find policies that both maximize occupant comfort and minimize energy use. To quantify occupant comfort, we use the Fanger Percentage of People Dissatisfied (PPD, [20]) metric predicted by EnergyPlus. Energy use is just the total HVAC electricity demand rate throughout the whole building in Watts. The reward can be formulated as:

$$R_t = -\rho \ast \lambda_E \ast P_t - (1 - \rho) \ast \lambda_P \ast PPD_t \ast 1_{(\text{occupancy} > 0)} \ast 1_{PPD_t > 20} \quad (4.1)$$
where $\rho$ is a hyperparameter that controls how much to weight comfort against energy use, $P_t$ is the electricity demand rate, $\lambda_E$ and $\lambda_P$ are scaling factors that ensure that the PPD units (%) are comparable to the power units (W), $\mathbb{1}_{(\text{occupancy} > 0)}$ is an indicator variable that ensures the agent is not penalized for uncomfortable conditions when there are no occupants, and $\mathbb{1}_{\text{PPD} < 20}$ ensures the agent is not penalized if the PPD is below the ASHRAE comfort threshold of 20% [4]. For our experiments, we use $\lambda_E = 0.0001$, $\lambda_P = 0.1$, $\rho = 0.5$.

The state space in the Sinergym environment is a continuous, multi-dimensional representation of the building’s current conditions, capturing various aspects of its performance. The state space is denoted as $S \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n$, where $n$ is the number of state variables. Since we are using the ”5Zone” building, the state space is 20 dimensional, and includes:

1. Indoor air temperature ($^\circ$C) for each thermal zone,
2. Relative humidity (%) for each thermal zone,
3. Outdoor air temperature* ($^\circ$C),
4. Outdoor relative humidity* (%),
5. Zone thermal comfort clothing value,
6. Zone thermal comfort,
7. Current HVAC setpoints,
8. Wind speed* and direction*,
9. Facility total HVAC electricity demand rate,
10. Solar irradiance* (W/m$^2$),
11. Occupancy count, and
12. The current date (year, month, day, hour)

Environment Configuration Parameters that Change Weather Patterns in Sinergym

In order to simulate the outdoor weather, Sinergym takes as input a file that contains hourly measurements of each of the outdoor weather variables denoted with a '*' above, as well as several others. Originally, Sinergym added noise to the measured
outdoor temperature through an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU, [19]) process, to help prevent overfitting the RL agent to the static weather pattern. We modified Sinergym so that it could add this noise to the other weather variables denoted with a "*" as well. An OU process has three parameters: $\sigma$, $\mu$, and $\tau$. If we have a noise vector $x_t$, then

$$x_{t+1} = x_t + dt \ast \left(-\left(x_t - \mu\right)/\tau\right) + \sigma \ast \sqrt{2 \tau Z}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)$$

where $Z \sim \text{Normal}(0,1)$. So $\sigma$ controls the magnitude of the noise that is added, $\mu$ is the average value of the noise, and $\tau$ determines how quickly the noise reverts to the mean. Notably, if we have a recorded weather variable $w_t$, then adding the noise results in $\text{Mean}_{w_t+x_t} = \text{Mean}_{w_t} + \mu$. For each of our 5 weather variables, we estimate realistic values for $\sigma$ and $\tau$ by doing linear regression of the difference between that weather variable and its moving average. That is, if we assume our recorded weather variable $w_t$ was generated via adding noise generated through an OU process, then we can generate measurements $x_t = w_t - \text{MA}(w_t)$, where $\text{MA}$ is the moving average. By applying linear regression onto the generated $x_t$’s, we can estimate values of $\sigma$ and $\tau$ that will generate weather with a similar amount of noise to real weather conditions. A detailed description of this linear regression process is detailed in section 4.4.

Since we have reasonable values for $\sigma$ and $\tau$ for each weather variable, we have 5 remaining parameters that can be used to customize the configuration of Sinergym: the $\mu$ offset parameters for each weather variable. Thus the $\phi$ for Sinergym that we will be varying to attempt to train a robust RL agent, is the 5 dimensional vector $<\mu_1, \mu_2, \mu_3, \mu_4, \mu_5>$. Essentially, we will be changing the average outdoor temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, wind direction, and solar irradiance over the course of the building simulation. Varying the environment configuration $\phi \in \mathbb{R}^5$ enables us to collect training data from different outdoor weather conditions.

**Baseline Algorithms for HVAC Control**

We will compare ActiveRL against several baseline algorithms to assess its efficacy in comparison to other HVAC control and PCG environment control algorithms. First, we will discuss RL-based baselines like PPO, domain-randomization with PPO, and PLR with PPO. Then we will discuss some simple Non-RL baselines like a random controller and a heuristic, rule-based controller.

**RL Baselines**

Our most basic RL baseline is a PPO agent composed of a standard neural network with two layers, each with 256 neurons, using dropout and ReLU activations, that is trained on only $\phi_0$. 
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Figure 4.1: The Sinergym environment. 

A. A breakdown of the Sinergym environment. A simulated building sends sensor data as observations to an RL agent, which responds with HVAC setpoints as actions, and is rewarded according to energy use and thermal comfort. 

B. We conduct three experiments using the Sinergym environment: evaluating our agents in handcrafted extreme weather conditions, in a Sinergym simulation with higher fidelity than during training to simulate the Sim2Real jump, and in realistic weather conditions sampled from across the US.
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The most common method of training agents that generalize across PCG environments is domain randomization, where environment configurations are just selected uniformly at random. This method is frequently used to ensure that agents trained in simulation can effectively transfer from simulation to the real world [10, 65, 64]. In the buildings domain, [30, 18] used domain randomization to train an RL energy pricing agent that would be robust to the Sim2Real transfer. In our setting: we have some lower bounds $a \in \mathbb{R}^5$ and upper bounds $b \in \mathbb{R}^5$ for each variable, described in table 4.1. We simply sample $\phi \sim \text{Uniform}(a, b)$.

Our last RL-based baseline, PLR, is described in section 3.5.

Non-RL Baselines

In addition to the Domain Randomization, RL, and PLR baselines, we also use a simple rule-based controller (RBC) based on the one that is provided with Sinergym as a baseline, and a random controller.

The random controller simply outputs a cooling setpoint at random $a[0] \sim \text{Uniform}(22.5, 30.0)$ and a random heating setpoint $a[1] \sim \text{Uniform}(15, 22.5)$. The specific values are taken from Sinergym.

The RBC sets the heating setpoint to 26°C and the cooling setpoint to 29°C during the summer. During the winter, it sets heating to 20°C and cooling to 23.5°C. This part of the RBC is the same as the RBC provided by Sinergym, and generally follows the philosophy of setting the desired temperature range higher in the summer and lower in the winter to minimize energy consumption, since it is more difficult to cool the building during the summer due to high outdoor temperatures, and difficult to heat the building during the winter due to low temperatures.

We added an additional rule that if no occupants are detected in the building, the RBC sets heating to 0°C and cooling to 50°C; this is a wide enough range that the HVAC system is essentially turned off during these times. We added this new occupancy-based rule for the sake of a fair comparison with a realistic RBC because we included occupancy information in the reward.

Implementation Details

Unless specified otherwise, all the experiments we run are simulated with a timestep $dt$ of 1 hour. That is, EnergyPlus simulates the building dynamics with a timestep of 1 hour, and the RL agent gets to change the temperature setpoints each hour. In section 5.4 we will explore how we estimate the Sim2Real gap by increasing the EnergyPlus simulation fidelity by decreasing its timestep length $dt$ to 0.25 hours during evaluation.
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For ActiveRL, ActivePLR, Domain Randomization, and PLR, we bound our search to between the lower and upper bounds for each of the environment configuration variables provided by Sinergym. We provide a table of these bounds in table 4.1.

We pick the base weather configuration $\phi_0$ to be one of Sinergym’s default weather patterns. This weather pattern is based on a Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) recording of hourly meteorological data that spans 1 year (8760 hours) of weather from Davis-Monthan, Arizona. We believed that an RL controller trained in this hot, dry environment would likely have problems adapting to extreme weather events like cold snaps that we could help solve with ActiveRL. More details about the TMY data can be found section 4.4.

For all experiments except for the US weather experiment described in section 4.4, we run each algorithm over 5 random seeds. In section 4.4 we use the random seeds which got the median average reward for each algorithm in the handcrafted extreme weather evaluation described in section 4.3 due to computational constraints.

Table 4.1: Bounds for Sinergym environment configuration variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weather Variable</th>
<th>Lower Bound</th>
<th>Upper Bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor Air Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>-31.05</td>
<td>60.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor Air Relative Humidity (%)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor Wind Speed (m/s)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor Wind Direction (°)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Solar Radiation Rate (W)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Note that all other algorithms share these hyperparameters
2We use the default parameters from [32] for the PLR part of ActivePLR because our hyperparameter sweep showed that none of the PLR-specific hyperparameters made much of a difference for ActivePLR. Other hyperparameters are the same as ActiveRL.
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Table 4.2: Relevant hyperparameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Hyperparameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPO</td>
<td>lr= 0.00005, clip_param= 0.3,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>discount_factor= 0.8, p_dropout = 0.1,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># of inner SGD steps= 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ActiveRL</td>
<td>γ = 0.5, η = 0.01, p_dropout = 0.1,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N = 91, C = 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLR</td>
<td>ρ = 0.045, β = 0.0015, N_{PLR} = 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ActivePLR</td>
<td>ρ = 0.1, β = 0.1, N_{PLR} = 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Evaluating ActiveRL’s Robustness to Extreme Weather Events

In order to evaluate how robust agents trained by each algorithm are to extreme weather events, we evaluate the agent as it trains in a suite of 5 different extreme weather environments, parameterized by 5 different \( \phi \) weather configurations. The agent is trained on a mix of the base environment \( \phi_0 \) and automatically generated environments, depending on the algorithm. It is then evaluated in the following environments:

- \( \phi_1 \) simulates an extremely hot and dry drought
- \( \phi_2 \) simulates a wet and windy storm
- \( \phi_3 \) simulates a humid heatwave
- \( \phi_4 \) simulates a cold snap
- \( \phi_5 \) simulates erratic weather

Our hypothesis is that using uncertainty to identify new environments to collect data from will allow us to train RL agents that are more robust to extreme weather conditions.

In order to find hyperparameters that worked well for each method, we first conducted a hyperparameter sweep over parameters for PPO, such as the clipping threshold, number of internal update steps, and learning rate. We then conducted a hyperparameter sweep for each of the different UED algorithms. The sweep ranges are
detailed in table 4.3, and the final values in table 4.2. A detailed exploration of how hyperparameters interact with ActiveRL can be found in section 5.5.

Table 4.3: Hyperparameter sweep ranges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Hyperparameters included in Sweep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPO</td>
<td>( \text{lr} \in {0.0005, 0.00005, 0.000005}, \text{clip-param} \in {0.1, 0.2, 0.3}, )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{discount-factor} \in {0.8, 0.9, 0.99}, # \text{ of inner SGD steps} \in 20, 30, 40 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ActiveRL</td>
<td>( \gamma \in {0, 0.0005, 0.005, 0.05, 0.5}, \eta \in \left[ e^{-10}, 1 \right], )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( p_{\text{dropout}} \in {0.1, 0.25, 0.5}, N \in [1, 100] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLR</td>
<td>( \rho \in \left[ e^{-8}, 1 \right], \beta \in \left[ e^{-8}, 1 \right], )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( N_{\text{PLR}} \in {10, 50, 100, 200} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ActivePLR</td>
<td>( \gamma \in {0, 0.0005, 0.005, 0.05, 0.5}, \eta \in \left[ e^{-10}, 1 \right], )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( p_{\text{dropout}} \in {0.1, 0.25, 0.5}, N \in [1, 100], \rho \in \left[ e^{-8}, 1 \right], )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \beta \in \left[ e^{-8}, 1 \right], N_{\text{PLR}} \in {10, 50, 100, 200} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Evaluating ActiveRL’s Generalization to US Weather Conditions

Since we handcrafted the extreme weather environments in section 4.3, it is possible that these environments are unrealistic. In order to properly assess the viability of our RL HVAC controller in a range of different weather scenarios, we constructed a dataset of 120 randomly sampled, recorded weather patterns from across the US. We deployed the HVAC controller for ActiveRL and each baseline in a building that simulated each of those 120 weather patterns.

To construct the dataset of 120 weather patterns, we first scraped the EnergyPlus weather data website\(^4\) to get recorded weather patterns from across the US. These were Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) weather patterns [69] from NREL, which contain hourly meteorological information\(^5\) from specific weather stations over the

\(^3\)Note that all other algorithms share these hyperparameters

\(^4\)https://energyplus.net/weather

\(^5\)e.g. temperature, humidity, wind, etc.
course of 1 year (8760 hours). This meteorological information is specially collated from multiple historical recordings of the weather data in that location to present the range of weather phenomena that typically occur there, while still keeping to annual averages that are consistent with long term averages for that location. TMY weather data is used often for building simulations.

After we obtained a dataset of historical weather data recordings, we converted them into a realistic dataset of environment configuration parameters \( \phi \). We modeled each weather variable in each weather pattern as a variation generated by an OU process (eq. (4.2)) from the corresponding weather variable in the base environment configuration \( \phi_0 \). Formally, let us suppose we have some recorded weather variable \( y \in \mathbb{R}^{8760} \), corresponding to the value of that weather variable for each hour in a year. We also have a recording corresponding to the base environment \( \phi_0, y^0 \in \mathbb{R}^{8760} \). Since Sinergym takes the parameters of an OU process as its environment configuration, we model the difference \( x_t = y_t - y^0_t \) as having been generated from an OU process, like in eq. (4.2). We rearrange the terms in eq. (4.2) as:

\[
x_{t+1} = (1 - \frac{dt}{\tau})x_t + \frac{\mu dt}{\tau} + \sigma \sqrt{\frac{2}{\tau}} Z
\]

\[
x_{t+1} = mx_t + b + E
\]

where \( m = (1 - \frac{dt}{\tau}), b = \frac{\mu dt}{\tau}, \) and \( E = \sigma \sqrt{\frac{2}{\tau}} Z \). We can then run linear regression to find what parameters \( m \) and \( b \) estimate \( x_{t+1} \) from \( x \) while minimizing the error term \( E \). Once we have estimated \( m \) and \( b \) with linear regression, we can compute the residual error \( E = x_{t+1} - mx_t - b \) and compute the standard deviation of \( E \) as an estimate for \( \sigma \sqrt{\frac{2}{\tau}} \). Finally, we can estimate \( \tau = \frac{dt}{1-m}, \mu = \frac{b \tau}{dt}, \sigma = \sqrt{\frac{\text{Var}(E)}{2\tau}} \).

We then repeat this process for each of the 120 US weather patterns, for each of the 5 weather variables that compose the environment configuration: outdoor humidity, air temperature, wind speed, wind direction, and solar irradiance. Thus we have a dataset \( X \in \mathbb{R}^{120 \times 5 \times 3} \) of environment configurations\(^7\) that Sinergym can take in and simulate.

Our hypothesis is that by conducting an uncertainty-driven environment exploration that is constrained to realistic environments, ActiveRL will be able to generalize to different weather patterns across the US better.

\(^6\)The final 3 dimension comes from the fact that we have 3 variables \( \mu, \sigma, \tau \) for the OU process for each weather variable.

\(^7\)Note that the environment configuration variables that go into ActiveRL, PLR, or Domain Randomization \( \phi \in \mathbb{R}^5 \) are a subset of the full \( \mathbb{R}^{5 \times 3} \) environment configuration that can be provided to Sinergym, as \( \phi \) only contains the offset parameters \( \mu \).
than the baseline methods. In particular, our hypothesis for Domain Randomization and PLR is that they will end up training the RL algorithm to focus on performing well in unrealistic environments, and cause performance to degrade on this set of more realistic environments.

4.5 Evaluating ActiveRL’s Generalization from Sim2Real

One flaw in this work and UED algorithms in general is that a simulator is required to train the model in different environments. Thus it is important to ask whether or not the RL policies trained in simulation can be extended to the real world.

In order to test this, we evaluated each RL algorithm in each of the 6 environments by running the EnergyPlus simulator at a higher fidelity than the agents were trained on, thus simulating the "Sim2Real" jump. The agents were trained on a simulator operating at a granularity of $dt = 1$ hour per timestep, and we evaluate on a granularity of $dt = 0.25$ hours per timestep. During evaluation, each of the RL agents’ actions are simply repeated four times so that it still takes an action every hour.

The Sim2Real problem occurs because modeling errors in the low fidelity training simulation will cause the vanilla RL agent to learn a policy based on inaccurate environment dynamics. When the RL agent is deployed in the "real world" or a higher fidelity simulation, it will make control errors that compound to cause the agent to take actions that will take it out of state space supported by the training data distribution, which will cause further performance degradation. Our hypothesis is that by increasing the state space supported by the training data distribution, ActiveRL will help the agent be more robust to compounding errors caused by the Sim2Real jump.

4.6 Ablations Exploring Components of ActiveRL

It is common in machine learning papers to provide an idea of how important each component of one’s method is to its overall performance by performing "ablation" experiments. These ablation experiments remove or modify components or hyperparameters in the algorithm in order to better understand how those components and hyperparameters affect the overall performance.

In order to further understand the driving factors behind the performance of ActiveRL, we conducted two ablation experiments. First, we explored the impact of
the $\gamma$ soft constraint term. Second, we explored the impact of the learning rate $\eta$ on the performance of ActiveRL.

**Constraints**

First, we explore the necessity of constraining ActiveRL from generating environment configurations $\phi$ that are too far away from $\phi_0$. $\gamma$ shows up in eq. (3.15), as a coefficient that regulates how much the distance of the generated environment configuration $\phi$ from the base environment $\phi_0$ contributes to the objective function of ActiveRL. As $\gamma$ increases, the algorithm is encouraged to generate values of $\phi$ that are closer to $\phi_0$. We varied $\gamma$ between four different values $\{0, 0.005, 0.05, 0.5\}$ while keeping the other hyperparameters the same as our other experiments to better understand how the algorithm performs under different constraint strengths.

Our hypothesis with this experiment was that there would be a tradeoff between performance in the extreme environments, and performance in the base environment $\phi_0$ that would be modulated by $\gamma$.

**Learning Rate**

The learning rate $\eta$ determines the step-size used by the Adam optimizer when ActiveRL is conducting gradient descent on $\phi$. The smaller $\eta$ is, the more fine-grained the search for an uncertain environment configuration becomes. We mainly explore this hyperparameter to assess how sensitive ActiveRL is to the user’s choice of $\eta$; if there are many values of $\eta$ that yield optimal performance, then ActiveRL becomes much easier to use for other problems. We varied $\eta$ between five different values $\{0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0\}$ while keeping the other hyperparameters the same as our other experiments.

Our hypothesis for this experiment was that there would be some optimal value of $\eta$ that yielded the best performance by striking the perfect balance between being large enough to avoid local minima, and being small enough to actually converge.
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ActiveRL Experimental Results

5.1 Overview

In this chapter, we will present the results of the experiments described in chapter 4. First, we will discuss how well the ActiveRL agent performs in HVAC control on handcrafted extreme environments. Then we will assess its performance on 120 different realistic weather patterns sampled from across the US. Finally, we will estimate the performance that actually deploying an ActiveRL trained HVAC controller on the real world might have. Finally, we will explore what effect that different hyperparameters have on ActiveRL.

5.2 ActiveRL is Robust to Extreme Weather Events

In order to evaluate how robust agents trained by each algorithm are to extreme weather events, we evaluate the agent over the course of the training process, in a suite of 5 different extreme weather environments, parameterized by 5 different $\phi$ weather configurations. The agent is trained on either the base environment $\phi_0$ (vanilla RL) or automatically generated environments (Domain Randomization, PLR, ActiveRL, ActivePLR), depending on the algorithm. It is then evaluated in the following environments:

$\phi_1$ simulates an extremely hot and dry drought, $\phi_2$ simulates a wet and windy storm, $\phi_3$ simulates a humid heatwave, $\phi_4$ simulates a cold snap, and $\phi_5$ simulates erratic weather.

Our hypothesis is that using uncertainty to identify regions of the state space to collect data from will allow us to train RL agents that are more
robust to extreme weather conditions.

Visualizations of the performance of each algorithm in each environment can be seen in fig. 5.1.

Surprisingly, Domain randomization and PLR did not have significant improvements over the vanilla RL algorithm. By the end of training, domain randomization and PLR achieved 9% higher reward than the RBC on the base environment $\phi_0$ after 3M timesteps of training. However, the vanilla RL policy had a 9% improvement over the domain randomization and PLR policies with $\phi_0$. Over the 5 extreme weather environments, domain randomization only did about as well as the RBC. This may mean that the environments generated using domain randomization were too unrealistic to be useful for learning how to perform in extreme weather conditions. Over the extreme weather conditions, PLR did beat domain randomization and the RBC, but still performed worse than the vanilla RL policy. This suggests that, because PLR uses domain randomization to sample new environments, it still suffers from generating unrealistic environments. However, its prioritized environment resampling procedure helps it generalize across all environments better than naive domain randomization, even though it is resampling from unrealistic environments.

We found that training the HVAC controller with ActiveRL resulted in agents that performed better in both the extreme environments and the base environment. Generally, ActiveRL and ActivePLR performed similarly. In three out of the five extreme environments, the hot drought, cold and windy, and cold snap environments, ActiveRL performed significantly better than all other baselines and performed competitively in the remaining two environments. In the base environment, ActiveRL and ActivePLR provide a 9% improvement over vanilla RL, and a 24% improvement over RBC. Over all 6 environments, it provides a 3% improvement over vanilla RL. The fact that ActiveRL significantly outperforms all baselines indicates that there is considerable value in seeking out realistic new training environments that maximize an agent’s uncertainty rather than choosing environments at random or merely replaying old ones.

5.3 ActiveRL Generalizes to US Weather Conditions

Although the ActiveRL agent seems to perform well in these handcrafted extreme weather conditions, it is possible that these environments are unrealistic. In order to properly assess the viability of our RL HVAC controller in a range of different weather scenarios, we deployed the HVAC controller for ActiveRL and each baseline in a building that simulated each of those 120 different weather patterns sampled
Figure 5.1: Performance of each algorithm on training an RL HVAC agent, tested on various weather patterns. ActiveRL and ActivePLR outperform all baselines. We report the standard error of the mean over 5 trials for each result. **A.** Average reward achieved by each algorithm on the base environment \( \phi_0 \) throughout training. **B.** Average reward achieved by each algorithm averaged over all 6 environments throughout training. **C.** Average reward achieved by each algorithm in each of the 5 extreme weather environments throughout training. Note that none of the algorithms were trained on these specific extreme weather environments.
Figure 5.2: Improvement in reward achieved by using ActiveRL instead of each baseline, on 120 randomly sampled weather patterns from across the US. A higher number here indicates that ActiveRL performs well in comparison to that baseline. On the other hand, a higher number indicates the baseline performs poorly.
from across the US.

On all 120 environments, ActiveRL achieves a higher reward than every baseline, showing that our uncertainty-driven UED approach can train an RL HVAC agent that is more robust to realistic extreme weather patterns than any of our baselines. Since ActiveRL outperforms all the baselines on every environment, we visualize how much better the reward achieved by ActiveRL is relative to each baseline in each of the 120 different weather patterns in fig. 5.2. The median improvement of ActiveRL over the RBC is 24%. Over vanilla RL, it is 5%.

Interestingly, there is a very small improvement using ActiveRL over ActivePLR; this, combined with the similar performance between ActiveRL and ActivePLR from section 5.2 suggests that ActiveRL and ActivePLR have very similar behavior. One possible reason is that there may be some attractive local (or global) optimum that both algorithms fall into, resulting in them appearing to have similar performance. Another possible reason is that since PLR tries to sample environment configurations that result in high value loss, and ActiveRL tries to sample environment configurations that result in high value uncertainty, PLR and ActiveRL actually optimize for very similar objectives. Thus ActiveRL and ActivePLR end up having similar behavior, at least with respect to their responses to weather. One advantage that ActiveRL has in optimizing for uncertainty rather than value loss is that it can be used to identify novel environments to learn from rather than having to sample from old ones, or worry about the staleness of the value loss estimates of the environments in the replay buffer.

There is a significant difference between both Domain Randomization and PLR, and vanilla RL. Both UED methods seem to perform poorly compared to vanilla RL. This seems to indicate that randomly sampling environment configuration parameters results in environments that are very unrealistic, causing poor generalization performance compared to the vanilla RL algorithm or ActiveRL. Although PLR has the ability to control what environments in its replay buffer are sampled, its replay buffer is still populated through the same uniform random sampling process as used in Domain Randomization, resulting in training on unrealistic environments.

### 5.4 ActiveRL Generalizes from Simulation to Reality (Sim2Real)

One flaw in this work and UED algorithms in general is that a simulator is required to train the model in different environments. Thus it is important to ask whether or not the RL policies trained in simulation can be extended to the real world. In order to test this, we evaluated each RL algorithm in each of the 6 environments by
running the EnergyPlus simulator at a higher fidelity than the agents were trained on, thus simulating the "Sim2Real" jump. The agents were trained on a simulator operating at a granularity of 1 hour per timestep, and we evaluate on a granularity of 15 minutes per timestep. During evaluation, each of the RL agents' actions are simply repeated four times so that it still takes an action every hour. Essentially, all the RL agents are evaluated in a simulation that is four times more realistic than the one that they were trained on.

An illustration of the performances of each algorithm on each of the 6 handcrafted environments from section 5.2 are shown in fig. 5.3.

When the agents are transferred from the simulation to our surrogate for the real world, we see that there is a significant performance drop across all algorithms. In particular, regular RL achieves a reward that is 8.5% lower on average across the 6 handcrafted environments when evaluated on the higher fidelity simulation. We see that Domain Randomization and PLR have smaller relative drops of about 7%. However, since the 7% is relative to the performance of Domain Randomization and PLR in the original low fidelity simulation, vanilla RL still performs better in terms of absolute reward over the six environments, as can be seen in fig. 5.3.A.

Random and RBC have very small or no relative performance degradation, which is to be expected because they are not data-driven models. They still perform the worst in terms of absolute reward.

ActiveRL and ActivePLR, however, achieve both smaller relative drops in performance and higher absolute reward across all the different extreme weather scenarios. ActiveRL has only a 6.1% relative drop in reward while ActivePLR has only a 3.1% relative drop. These are promising results that indicate that these algorithms would still perform well if deployed in the real world after being trained in simulation. Furthermore, these algorithms result in agents that are more robust to the Sim2Real transfer than other methods.

We found that ActivePLR actually makes the agent more robust to the Sim2Real transfer than ActiveRL, which is a surprising result since ActivePLR did not appear to be significantly different from ActiveRL in the previous two experiments. It is possible that there is some attractive local optimum in the HVAC control task in the low fidelity simulation that both ActivePLR and ActiveRL fall into, resulting in them having similar performance in the experiments described in section 5.2 and section 5.3. Once they are evaluated in the higher fidelity simulation however, this local optimum may not exist anymore, resulting in the more robust method, ActivePLR, shining through. As for why ActivePLR seems to be more robust, perhaps the recorded value loss that PLR and ActivePLR use is a stronger signal than the value uncertainty than ActiveRL uses since the value loss is obtained by actually collecting data while the value uncertainty is estimated using only the model weights through the Monte Carlo Dropout process.
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Figure 5.3: Results of Sim2Real experiments. All error bars represent the standard error of the mean over 5 trials. A. Each controller is trained on a building simulation with $dt = 1$ hour and evaluated on a simulation with higher fidelity $dt = 0.25$ hours for the base environment configuration $\phi_0$ and five handcrafted extreme weather scenarios. The rightmost bars show the average performance of each algorithm over all 6 scenarios. B. The average drop in reward over all environments when evaluating in the higher fidelity simulation compared to evaluation in the lower fidelity simulation. Lower is better here.
5.5 Ablations Exploring Components of ActiveRL

In order to assess what factors contribute to the performance of ActiveRL, we ran some ablation experiments described in detail in section 4.6 that show how ActiveRL changes as certain hyperparameters change. We look at the $\gamma$ hyperparameter that controls the strength of the soft constraint on ActiveRL’s environment design process, and the $\eta$ parameter that controls the step-size of the optimization procedure used to generate new environments. The results of changing these two parameters can be seen in fig. 5.4, where panel A corresponds to testing different values of $\gamma$ and panel B corresponds to different values of $\eta$.

Contrary to our original hypothesis that there would be some tradeoff between realism and robustness modulated by $\gamma$, we actually found that having a relatively high value of $\gamma$ contributes to good performance in both the base environment and the extreme environments. There was a clear pattern that larger values of $\gamma$ correlated well with better performance. This may be because ActiveRL will generate more unrealistic environment configurations $\phi$ with weaker regularization that are not similar enough to $\phi_0$ and the extreme environments to aid performance in those settings.

We found that smaller values of $\eta$ helped performance across all environments, but decreasing it below 0.001 did not change the agent’s learning trajectory at all. It is possible that having a large $\eta$ results in an unstable gradient descent process which is unable to successfully find a $\phi$ that maximizes the agent’s uncertainty.
Figure 5.4: Ablation A. We explore how the $\gamma$ regularization parameter affects the performance of ActiveRL. Higher values of $\gamma$ mean that ActiveRL is forced to propose training environment configurations $\phi$ that are close to the base environment $\phi_0$. The left graph shows the average reward obtained throughout training on the base environment $\phi_0$. The right graph shows the reward averaged over $\phi_0$ and the 5 extreme weather environments. ActiveRL seems quite sensitive to $\gamma$. B. Similarly, we explore how the $\eta$ learning rate parameter affects ActiveRL. $\eta$ is the learning rate used by ActiveRL to conduct gradient descent on $\phi$. Higher values of $\eta$ means a coarser-grained search for the $\phi$ that maximizes the agent’s uncertainty. ActiveRL seems insensitive to $\eta$ once it gets small enough ($< 0.1$).
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Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion

We explored the utility of a novel uncertainty-driven, gradient based algorithm called ActiveRL for unsupervised environment design in the context of training RL building control agents that are robust to climate change. We found that incorporating uncertainty into UED through ActiveRL led to HVAC controllers that better optimized thermal comfort and energy usage, even in extreme weather scenarios that were never in the training distribution. Our experiments showed that other UED algorithms perform poorly when generating new environment configurations for weather patterns because they may output unrealistic weather patterns that do not help the RL agent perform well in more realistic weather scenarios. These results held true for 120 different unseen, realistic weather scenarios sampled from across the US. Furthermore, we showed that ActiveRL and its variant ActivePLR would have a much smaller degradation in performance when transferring from the simulated domain to the real world compared to other techniques, making them a practical option for training robust RL HVAC agents that are ready for real deployment.

6.2 Limitations and Future Work

One limitation of ActiveRL is that it requires the environment configuration variables to be continuous in order to conduct gradient descent. This could be mitigated by applying dequantization techniques [15] that transform categorical variables into continuous variables. By intelligently adding noise to one-hot categorical variables, one can transform a categorical variable into a continuous one, through techniques like uniform dequantization or variational dequantization [29]. The inputs to the neural network RL agent then, will be continuous, so we can identify an environment
configuration $\phi$ that maximizes uncertainty for that agent. We can then re-quantize the continuous values of $\phi$ into a discrete representation we can feed into the simulator.

Another limitation of our work, and work that optimizes PCG environments in general is that they rely heavily on simulations. We conducted some simulated experiments to assess whether or not the policies learned in simulation can be transferred to the real world in section 5.4, but ideally we would test this out in a real building. There are probably many ways that real building HVAC control is different from simulated HVAC control, even if we have Sinergym simulate the building with high fidelity.

One limitation in the context of real-world deployment, is that we assume that no sensors are ever faulty or noisy in our simulation. In the real world, this would not be the case, as sensors often fail or become less accurate over time. A future project could explore whether or not an uncertainty-driven approach could identify which sensors that the agent is most reliant on and drop those in order to increase robustness to faulty sensors. Building an RL agent that is robust to sensor failures would greatly increase the viability of RL HVAC control in smart buildings.

### 6.3 Roadmap to Deployment

To close, we would like to give a brief description of the steps one might take to deploy an RL HVAC controller like this into the real world.

The first step is to find or build some simulator \(^1\) that is reasonably accurate for building control. One commonly used simulator is EnergyPlus [14]. Next, one would identify how to transform this into an OpenAI Gym environment [7], as this is the API that most RL libraries use to collect data from their simulated environments. EnergyPlus has a Gym wrapper called Sinergym [33] that we use extensively in this paper.

One should then identify what aspects of the building configuration can be changed at the start of each simulation; these are the variables that ActiveRL (or other UED algorithm) would attempt to optimize over to train a more robust RL agent. Then the next step would be to actually train the RL agent in simulation using ActiveRL, most likely employing some RL library like Stable Baselines[54] or RLLib [40].

After training the RL agent using ActiveRL in simulation, it is time to attempt to deploy it in the real world. First one should fit their desired smart building with sensors for indoor and outdoor temperature, occupancy, humidity, wind, etc; everything that was included in the state space of the RL agent in the simulation.

\(^1\)Note that one could also collect offline building control data from a real building and train the RL agent using offline reinforcement learning techniques. However, this is only feasible if you have access to a real building’s data.
Then they should ensure that all the sensors and the HVAC systems can communicate with some central server using, for example, the BACnet protocol [50]. This central server can then host the trained RL agent, which will take in the sensor data as input and send HVAC setpoints out through BACnet to the HVAC systems in the smart building.

While the RL agent is deployed in the building, one should store all of the sensor data, energy usage, and HVAC setpoint actions that the RL agent interacts with. After enough data has been collected, one can update the RL agent using PPO on that data, so that the RL agent can learn to take better actions in the real world, and adapt to trends like climate change making regions warmer or cooler.
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